
EzyGuard Skate Penetra�ng Sealer is a water based penetra�ng sealer, specifically 

engineered for Skate Parks making graffi� removal easy  

 

STOPS DEEP PENETRATION OF SPRAYCANS, INKS AND DYES 

 

 

                 

 

 

 

 

 

           

 

        Non Protected Concrete                                                    Protected Concrete 

FEATURES AND BENEFIT 

 

♦ Provides superior stain resistance against spray can paints, texta, inks & dyes 

♦ Does not alter the coefficient of fric�on or “slip factor” 

♦ Will protect the surface from harsh cleaning methods 

♦ Will protect the surface from permanent damage by graffi� stains & shadows 

♦ Retains a natural look of the surface as it dries invisible 

♦ Non film forming, will not peel or flake 

♦ Fast Curing, No odour, Deep penetra�ng, Alkali resistant 

♦ Reduces corrosion a,ack on steel reinforcing 

♦ Breathable, allows water vapour to escape 

♦ EzyGuard Skate Penetra�ng Sealer offers long las�ng protec�on.  

Up to 5 years, dependant on applica�on and weather condi�ons and quality and 

abuse of the surface. 

EzyGuard Skate 
Penetrating Sealer 

Maximum  
Protection 

Made  
Affordable 

 

“I would like to share with you, the incredible success story that we have experienced with using 
the full range of the EzyClean graffiti removal chemicals, anti-graffiti coatings and sealers, in  

particular the EzyGuard Skate Penetrating Sealer which we have now applied to twelve skate park 
rejuvenation projects all over Western Australia from Kununurra in the Kimberley to  
Mundaring and Midland in Perth to the City of Kalgoorlie Boulder in the Goldfields. 

 

There is no other product available in Australia that comes remotely close to the performance,  
durability and longevity of the EzyGuard Skate Penetrating Sealer. We have applied EzyGuard to 

twelve skate parks and bowls, have removed multiple graffiti vandalism tags including house 
paint, aerosol paint, texters, inks and dyes with ease from the treated concrete skating surface  

areas. Our local government authority customers have all been delighted with the work we have 
completed for them, and this is all down to the ultimate performance of the EzyGuard Skate  

Penetrating Sealer.  
 

I would absolutely recommend the EzyGuard Skate Penetrating Sealer to anybody undertaking a 
skate park clean-up or rejuvenation project” 

Chris Bayley, Graffiti Gone. WA Mob: 0448 272 323  
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